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CHANGELOG 
 

V1.0 Released 10th March 2023 – Stable 

 

V1.01 Released 14th March 2023 – Stable 

- Fixed a bug where players would not see the tracked crane near Ramp #3. This was 

occurring to players if they had purchased a 3rd party airport and chosen to remove the 

included Microsoft St. Gallen-Altenrhein airport. UKKM now includes it’s own tracked crane, 

and is not dependent on the base version from Microsoft. 

- Added PAPI4 Lighting system to primary and secondary positions for Rway 33/15. 

- Removed the generic “Light orbs” that Microsoft Flight Simulator produces on the taxiways. 

Night lighting will now be more realistic as a result. 

- Moved Hangar #2 slightly back to allow players more room to turn the AN-225 (please note 

its extremely narrow in real life – and the craft would not enter this area under it’s own 

power), but I am attempting to give a slightly greater turning circle. 

- Reduced size and moved the display signs/flags adjacent to the AN-225 hangar to allow 

more space for AN-225 wingspan 

- Moved flood lights and flag pole at corners of taxiway area to allow more room for AN-225 

wingspan 

- Removed some Guardsmen to reduce their presence across the airport, generally. Now they 

are present at key entrance/choke points, plus a couple near the AN-225 Hangar and some 

nearby the main Tower. 

- Updated Manual – spelling/grammar 

- Future Updates : considering adjustments to static aircraft positioning based on feedback. 

Example: exclusion addons available through the discord. Will consider and advise for next 

update. The 2nd AN-70 will be removed and replaced by an AN-12 currently in development. 
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WELCOME TO UKKM ANTONOV-2 HOSTOMEL! 
 

UKKM Antonov-2 (Hostomel) is the home of the Antonov Design Bureau, and as 

such is not a typical commercial airport. It is home to many beautiful and eccentric 

Antonov aircraft designs and has been a base for cargo transport, military and testing 

since it’s inception.  

The invasion of Ukraine on the 24th February 2022, and the resulting destruction of 

the AN-225 is what first brought this airport to my attention. It has taken over a year 

to develop UKKM for Microsoft Flight Simulator. The original plan was to build the 

AN-225’s main outdoor hangar and add some lighting. 

But after researching UKKM, the area of Hostomel and even speaking to some staff 

members from the airport itself, I started to gain a true appreciation for some of the 

other buildings within the airport and a respect for the interesting Antonov aircraft 

that either lived at or frequented the airfields at Hostomel. The unique designs and 

models at Hostomel – from the high engine mounted AN-74, to the little AN-2 

historical workhorse; from the mighty breadth of the AN22 and it’s enchanting 

navigation windows, to the marvel of engineering that is the AN-225 – all of these 

craft are a piece of Ukrainian and Antonov history.  

They also all represent the unique needs and innovation of soviet-era and Ukraine 

design. Needing to operate amongst a wide range of air fields often with limited 

technologies, these aircraft have design considerations and features, that I’ve always 

found unique and fascinating. The Antonov designs hold a curiosity - with differences 

in their navigation, cockpit, window configuration and unique aesthetic differences 

compared to western designs of the era. For me these craft are what make the spirit 

of Hostomel, and it has been rewarding to bring back to life, many of the aircraft that 

were lost. 

UKKM also has animated guardsmen that are present in various parts of the airport 

and entrances. This level of security was present in the aftermath of the attack on 

Hostomel Airport. The Guardsmen typically wear olive outfits, and whilst less present 

today, I feel still play a part of the narrative of Hostomel into 2023. 
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FEATURES AND QUIRKS 
 

1. Static AN-225 Aircraft Hangar Spawning 

Whilst the AN-225 was stored both outside on the main diamond tarmac area, and 

underneath the external hangar, it has been commonly associated with it’s curved external 

hangar. Therefore, we have placed a static low-poly unflyable AN-225 that is parked under 

the main Hangar at Hostomel. The AN-225 keeps watch over the airfield at all times! 

However, should you spawn into the Hangar with either your own AN-225 from our friends 

at inibuilds or aircraft of choice, the static AN-225 will disappear! 
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2. Time-Shift Feature on the AN-225 Hangar 

If you change the in-game date to 24th February 2022, the Hangar and AN225 will appear as 

it did on that fateful day – the aftermath of destruction of “The Dream”. Change the date to 

any other date, and the hangar will be restored to it’s former glory. Perhaps a controversial 

feature, but I wanted to capture the historical aspect of this. A waking museum, if you will. 

The photogrammetry was originally created by Simeon Schmauß and based on footage 

captured with a drone by the Ukrainska Pravda YouTube Channel. It is powerful and chilling, 

but I have decided to leave that function for one date, alone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://sketchfab.com/semeion
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysa5pTtwO3Q
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3. Time Based Hangar 8am-8pm (also openable by player with 

“Hide_Yoke” function)  

The Two hangars (in fact, all ramps at Hostomel) opposite the AN-225 include military cargo 

ramps are sufficient for small-medium-large aircraft to spawn and park. Therefore, the 

ramps at Hostomel will never see an Ai Aircraft spawn (commercial or otherwise). You can 

however choose to spawn there. The Hangar doors both open from 8am-8pm. If you spawn 

in outside of these hours, you can open the hangar doors by hitting your “Hide_Yoke” key or 

by clicking on the Yoke in your plane to hide it! They will not open in these hours unless you 

hit the hide_yoke key or hid your yoke with your mouse in cockpit view! 
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4. The Main Taxiway Corridor (An Antonov Living Museum) 

As Hostomel is not the typical international airport, it has limited ramps available. Ramp 1 

has been placed at the end of the main taxiway corridor. It is flanked by the history of 

Antonov. Your departure here will act as a museum (with aircraft sign-boards included!) into 

the history of Antonov aircraft. There are a total of 8 ramps placed across the airport. I have 

balanced variety of location here with the accommodation of the static aircraft that were 

actually based at Hostomel  - many permanently. That said, it’s quite a departure from the 

hangars, and a difficult turn our for the AN225 and a visual joy for the main taxiway corridor. 

Either way, enjoy your departure. 😊 
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5. Cargo Opening and various Planes 

Various planes including the AN-124, AN-22, AN-30 and the AN-70 have opening cargo 

animations amongst others. These are usually triggered by the time of day – most will 

open/close at 8am/8pm, and may even respond to the hide_yoke function as well! 😊 

There is also an easter egg around that drives around the AN-124!  
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6. Aircraft Museum 

On the runways of Hostomel, are many static fixed aircraft (see google maps satellite view if 

interested!). This is not out of noise, but out of representation. A number of various aircraft 

were based at the airport – some permanently, some in occasional operation and some as 

“spare parts”. During the Battle of Hostomel, many of these aircraft were destroyed or 

heavily damaged. I have attempted to bring these back to life in-sim, and give them a 

display-board for historical context. These static models are not perfect, and could be 

modelled by better aircraft modellers out there!, but I have attempted to make them as 

best I could, and texture them in their Ukrainian liveries or Antonov Ukraine colours where 

appropriate. Featured static aircraft include: AN2, AN22, AN30, AN-124, AN-225, AN-70, AN-

74, AN148. I also have an AN-12 in the works that I will likely add post-launch, if there is 

enough interest! 
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7. A little note about Antonov  

In Ukraine, Anotnov is written as: AHTOHOOB – the mighty brand that you will see 

prominently on the two hangar doors opposite the AN225’s home. I originally designed 

these hangars with “Antonov” written upon them, based on the few images of the hangars I 

had at the time. It was only after seeing a random google image search from a different 

angle, that I noticed the reality. 

Another curiosity you’ll notice is the variants between “AN” and “AH”. The aircraft’s local 

designation is usually “AH”, but after translation, we end up with “AN” used by most 

international agencies!  

 

 

 

 

QUESTIONS AND SUPPORT 
Want to share a screenshot? Chat with us? Have a suggestion? Need help with a feature? 

Stop by the Discord and come say hello: https://discord.gg/UE4YFAevbT 

 

 

 

https://discord.gg/UE4YFAevbT
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INSTALLATIONMANUAL  
CANBERRA AIRPORT (YSCB) FOR MICROSOFT FLIGHT SIMULATOR  
If you are using OrbX Direct then select the airport and follow installation instructions as per 
usual procedure – whether you install directly to the MSFS Community folder or choose to 
allow OrbX to manage the process. 
 
If you are using Microsoft Store (when it is available there – soon!), the Airport will be 
automatically downloaded to your Community Folder and enabled.  

 

FREQUENCIES AVAILABLE FOR MSFS ATS 
 
TOWER/ALL: 120.550 
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CREDITS & SPECIAL THANKS 
 

• Hangars, building, object Models, Animations by Oh_Gaz (GazSim). Some additional 

models are heavily modified, retextured, animated or redesigned based on 

provisioned examples, as per below: 

 

• LAZ-695 Bus Model originally by artist “Alt”. You can view their profile here: 

https://sketchfab.com/whisper.alt. Bus has been heavily modified and animated to 

run the UKKM Bus Route. Mode used here under Creative Commons license 4.0 

 

• 3D Photogrammetry Model of the destroyed AN-225/Hangar used under permission 

and created by Simeon Schmauß in April 2022. Model has been heavily modified by 

GazSim and animated as part of the MSFS conversion. Simeon’s page is here: 

https://sketchfab.com/semeion Simeon’s photogrammetry model was in-turn based 

off Drone Footage captured by the Ukrainska Pravda Channel. Source: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysa5pTtwO3Q 

 

• Some aircraft e.g the AN-2, the AN-22 and the Ilyushin are heavily modified 

fuselages based on alternative plane fuselages. Following this process allowed me to 

deploy multiple Antonov aircraft using a similar basic design. As a result, 

measurements of length, wingspan and height for the static Aircraft will vary slightly 

from their real-life counterparts. Their overall scale and shape however, is generally 

correct. Some aircraft fuselage shapes were based on similar planes located at 

sketchup. 

 

• Special thanks to Federico Pinotti (https://www.youtube.com/@MSFS-SDK-

TUTORIALS) and https://discord.gg/YcFFKejq. Frederico is an absolute credit to the 

sim industry and has helped a lot of us small developers via his YouTube Channel 

tips, animation advice and especially via his discord chat guidance.  Federico is an 

absolute legend.  

 

• Ukrainian soldier model originally by doctortex. Model has been heavily modified, 

retextured and animations have been added to make it function correctly within the 

Simulator. 

 

• FSDeveloper.com, MSFS Forums, Inibuilds, OrbX and many more for their 

professionalism, help, guidance, tips, posts and support. Much love to you all. 

 

https://sketchfab.com/whisper.alt
https://sketchfab.com/semeion
https://www.youtube.com/@pravda_com_ua
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysa5pTtwO3Q
https://www.youtube.com/@MSFS-SDK-TUTORIALS
https://www.youtube.com/@MSFS-SDK-TUTORIALS
https://discord.gg/YcFFKejq
https://sketchfab.com/doctortex
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ABOUT 
 

GazSim was founded in 2018, with an interest and focus on bespoke sceneries within a 

variety of driving and flight simulators. Our channel became LooterUniverse in 2021 as we 

focused on a variety of content and games at the time. In 2022, Microsoft Flight Simulator 

became our key focus, and it is where we have started engaging more heavily as GazSim to 

create interesting and memorable experiences for Flight Simmers. Our sceneries invoke the 

passion of the hobby with unique models and creative animations – replicating the real 

world, but also adding personality and joy to each one of our creations! 
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